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Our Final Terrene Edition
As the world of Terrene begins to die, the
inhabitants again find themselves fleeing the
darkness in the sky to seek life on a new
world.
As the demon horde was released in the
Mineral Islands it took a very short time for
them to invite their friends. And as it would
happen, the Vault of the Shadow was opened
and the call for the Evil Sky God Rama was
made.
The gods in their mercy sent their angels to
open portals to other worlds. Depending on
who you were in this world would determine
the world you would go to. Michael and the
other Arch Angels made sure of that.
As I watch those fleeing this world it strikes
me as odd that it seems that somehow,
someone must have been fighting to thwart
this fate and they must have failed. I wonder
how they died? It seems unconscionable that
they would have shirked such a huge
responsibility.
As the people of Terrene exit through the
portals, I can clearly see a darkness, moving
through the heavens. Small at first but getting
larger. Rama, the destroyer of worlds. Why
now?
As I watch I see him, (not sure Rama has a
gender) begin to carve out chunks of the
world. Huge parts just fall away. Many huge
pieces miss other worlds and fall to the Sea
of Glass below. This will give those that live
their more material for which to build an even
larger palace.
One new world, Aviron, is a wonderful
world. Those there watch the chunks of their
world fall and pass near their new world. It

takes over an hour of falling to hear the
collision with the Sea of glass below.
Aviron
The world of Aviron is a wonderful
world with only the scant endings of a
long-dead civilization. This world is
smaller than Terrene but is similar in
many ways. Aviron was an old outpost
from the wars between the goods and the
underworld. They have left behind
strange creatures and lost treasures to be
sure.
New and Old!
Some people use names to name areas
they are familiar with. Others start anew.
The four continents are the Fertile Lands,
Amaria, Regnum Eon, and Lands of
Magic. There is one island right in the
middle already named Tiara. So, this
reporter can still have a place to call
home. I can’t wait to see what awaits.
The new inhabitants are scattered across
four continents bringing wagons filled
with what they need. There is already
building going on, so someone had the
foresight to have this world already
underway. Some more common races on
this world are the halflings, centaurs and
the Cimmerian Elves.
Apparently, there must be portals on the
oceans, as there is already ship here.
Lost
Most of the Big Island of the Mineral
Islands perished. Over a million died.
Most likely another million elsewhere
for various reasons. Leaving only three
million to inhabit this new world.
Good Luck to us all.
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